Architecture of the osteocyte network correlates with bone material quality.
In biological tissues such as bone, cell function and activity crucially depend on the physical properties of the extracellular matrix which the cells synthesize and condition. During bone formation and remodeling, osteoblasts get embedded into the matrix they deposit and differentiate to osteocytes. These cells form a dense network throughout the entire bone material. Osteocytes are known to orchestrate bone remodeling. However, the precise role of osteocytes during mineral homeostasis and their potential influence on bone material quality remains unclear. To understand the mutual influence of osteocytes and extracellular matrix, it is crucial to reveal their network organization in relation to the properties of their surrounding material. Here we visualize and topologically quantify the osteocyte network in mineralized bone sections with confocal laser scanning microscopy. At the same region of the sample, synchrotron small-angle X-ray scattering is used to determine nanoscopic bone mineral particle size and arrangement relative to the cell network. Major findings are that most of the mineral particles reside within less than a micrometer from the nearest cell network channel and that mineral particle characteristics depend on the distance from the cell network. The architecture of the network reveals optimization with respect to transport costs between cells and to blood vessels. In conclusion, these findings quantitatively show that the osteocyte network provides access to a huge mineral reservoir in bone due to its dense organization. The observed correlation between the architecture of osteocyte networks and bone material properties supports the hypothesis that osteocytes interact with their mineralized vicinity and thus, participate in bone mineral homeostasis.